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Abstract
This paper considers a random utility model (RUM) for migration where destinations differ in the number of opportunities, such as jobs or houses, contained in them.
Under appropriate assumptions, this number of opportunities appears as the mass
variable for the destination in the gravity equation for aggregate migration flows. In
the literature, random utility based gravity models for migration frequently consider
entire countries or regions as the atomistic unit of choice of migrants, and therefore
lack a mass or size variable for the destination when predicting aggregate flows.
Ignoring the size of the implicit choice set in migration destinations and the resulting
omission of the destination mass in the gravity equation is problematic if destinations
differ significantly in size, when interpreting residuals or estimated fixed effects, when
interpreting coefficients on destination-specific variables which are correlated with
size, or when predicting flows and the effect of policies or events thereon. We discuss
several studies that may be affected by such bias. The proposed model leads to a set
of recommendations for consistent empirical estimation of migration flows.
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Introduction

The random utility based gravity equation used in current economic research on migration
(see for example Beine et al., 2016, for an overview) does not naturally include a size
variable for the destination. Gravity equations lacking a size variable for the destination
country or region may be problematic for several reasons, among which poor predictions
of migration flows if destinations are different in size; or bias in the estimation of the
influence on migration of other variables that are correlated with size.
In this paper, we extend the traditional framework by considering destination countries
or regions as nests of many underlying atomistic units of choice for migrants, which we
∗
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call ‘opportunities’ following the wording of Docquier et al. (2014). An example of an
opportunity could be a dwelling or a job. Destinations may have properties of their own
such as climate or language, or reflecting properties of the underlying opportunities such
as the average wage. Crucially, the number of opportunities appears as the mass or size
variable in the gravity equation describing aggregate migration flows. Also higher order
moments of the distribution of opportunities are predicted to affect migration flows.
The nested logit model of McFadden (1977) was developed in the field of transportation.
We point out several key contributions in the transport and regional science literature
which are relevant to economists studying migration, but have been overlooked in recent
work. Examples are the constrained models of spatial interaction of Wilson (1967, 1971);
the estimation of gravity equations using Poisson regression by Flowerdew and Aitkin
(1982); the work of Daly (1982) and Anas (1983) who study aggregation by zones in
multinomial models of location choice; the relationship between dummies and ‘balancing
constraints’ or ‘multilateral resistance terms’ studied by Fotheringham and Williams
(1983); Davies and Guy (1987) and Griffith and Fischer (2013); and lastly Kanaroglou
and Ferguson (1996) in an early application of a nested logit model with opportunity
sets to migration.
A key result from considering a nested logit structure with a large set of underlying
choices is that, under appropriate assumptions, the number of opportunities appears as
an attractive factor in the multiplicative gravity equation, serving as the size or mass
variable for the destination. The size variable has an associated ‘dissimilarity parameter’
reflecting the uniqueness of the opportunities in the destination. If the unobserved part
of individual utility derived from the opportunities within a destination is uncorrelated
between them, the dissimilarity parameter equals 1. If the unobserved part of utility
is close to perfectly correlated between opportunities for individuals, the dissimilarity
parameter tends to 0. Only in this extreme case the number of opportunities drops out of
the gravity equation, and we are back in the case where destinations countries or regions
can be considered the fundamental unit of choice. We offer several arguments why a
coefficient close to 1 is more relevant for applications to migration.
Considering sets of opportunities in the destination also allows to consider some
interesting extensions. We highlight two of them: First, if the opportunities are many
and can be described stochastically, McFadden (1977) shows that the variance in utility
from opportunities becomes an attractive factor of a destinations. This little known
property may explain urbanisation trends in spite of high unemployment rates and high
living costs in cities. It assumes that migrants are able to gather information about
opportunities in the destination which helps them to avoid the less attractive outcomes.
2

Second, following Daly (1982), if migrants are looking for different types of opportunities
(for example jobs and arable land), a single index combining the size of all opportunity
sets enters the utility function and the gravity equation as the single mass variable for
the destination.
We believe our work presents three contributions. First, we point out the risk
associated with considering entire countries or regions as the fundamental unit of choice
of migrants, rather than the underlying opportunities contained in them. The RUM
model that is traditionally used in migration studies treats destinations as atomistic and
does not impose the inclusion of destination size. Many empirical studies fail to include
or control for the size of the destination and we point out several studies that may be
susceptible to biases as a result. We hope that the gravity equation derived from a nested
logit model presented here can help avoiding mistakes in empirical applications. Secondly,
our work contributes by linking overlooked, but established and relevant contributions in
transportation science to the recent work in economics on migration. Lastly, as far as we
know, our analysis is the first empirical application to migration combining multiple size
variables in a theoretically consistent fashion.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 considers the RUM
based gravity equation for migration that is popular in current economic research. Section
3 introduces a nested logit model with a countable set of opportunities in each destination,
which leads to the appearance of the mass of the destination in the gravity equation.
Section 4 considers some important extensions: variance in utility as an attractive force;
multiple measures of size of the destination; and the link with models with additional
levels of nesting. Section 5 concludes.

2

The traditional approach

Consider the gravity equation for migration as derived by Grogger and Hanson (2011)
and many subsequent Contributions (see Beine et al., 2016, for an overview), which
is based on random utility maximisation (McFadden, 1974). A potential migrant i in
an origin country o compares utility among possible destination countries indexed by
d ∈ D, among which the country of origin itself. Following the notation of Beine et al.
(2016), utility U of individual i is assumed to depend on an index of observables at the
destination wd , and on the bilateral cost cod of moving from o to d:
Uodi = wd − cod + ϵodi .
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Assuming that the error term ϵodi has an iid extreme value distribution results in a
convenient expression for the probability Pod of an individual in location o to prefer
destination d ∈ D over all other destinations.
P (Uodi > Uoxi ) = P

exp(wd − cod )
e∈D exp(we − coe )

∀ x ∈ D.

If the number of individuals is large, this probability corresponds to the share sod of the
population migrating from o to d. Writing popo for the number of individuals in o and
mod for the number of migrants between o and d:
sod ≡

mod
exp(wd − cod )
=P
.
popo
e∈D exp(we − coe )

(1)

By bringing popo to the right hand side and writing yd for exp(wd ) and ϕod = exp(−cod )
the resulting expression for the expected number of migrants mod resembles a gravity
equation:
1
.
y
e e ϕoe

mod = popo yd ϕod P

(2)

The population in the origin appears naturally by assuming that there is a given number
of individual decision makers in the origin. This number of choice-makers serves as
the measure of the mass of the origin. It is perhaps disconcerting that there is no
corresponding variable for the size of the destination, as you would expect in a typical
gravity equation. Such a destination-size variable may or may not be included by the
empirical researcher as a destination-specific explanatory variable in yd , but its inclusion
does not naturally follow from this traditionally used theoretical framework. Frequently
the size of the destination is omitted. After adding an appropriately defined multiplicative
error term to equation (2) it can be estimated using Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood.
An advantage of the Poisson regression framework is that it is able to handle zero flows
and heteroskedasticity, as emphasised by Silva and Tenreyro (2006). Also Flowerdew and
Aitkin (1982) discuss the advantages of Poisson regression for the estimation of gravity
equations.
As an alternative, one can consider the log-odds, the log of the ratio of two migration
shares. To avoid dividing by a small number, one often chooses to divide by the share of
stayers (individuals in o who prefer their current country of residence o over all possible
destinations)
soo =

exp(wo − coo )
moo
=P
.
popo
d∈D exp(wd − cod )
4

(3)

Taking the log of the ratio of the shares (1) and (3) results in a linear function of the
difference in the variables determining the attractiveness of a location.


ln

sod
soo





= ln

mod
moo



= wd − wo − (cod − coo )

(4)

Again the researcher is left to decide whether the vector of explanatory variables should
include some measure of size, which would logically then be included in both in wd and
wo . This equation can be estimated by OLS. Advantages of this functional form are that
it avoids numerical optimization and allows for instrumental variable estimation (Berry,
1994).
The omission of a mass variable for the destination can be problematic in empirical
applications. Consider an analysis based on equation (1) or (4) for the case of just
two origin and destination countries of vastly different size but with similar wages. An
example could be Malta and Italy. Consider the case where size is not controlled for,
wages are equal to 1 in both countries, and assume coo = 0 and cod = 4.6 for o ̸= d. For
these values the model predicts 1 percent of inhabitants in either country will migrate.
Malta has a population of about 500.000, so 5.000 Maltese would be predicted to migrate
to Italy. Italy has a population of about 60 million, so 600.000 Italians would be predicted
to migrate to Malta, more than doubling its population. This is obviously not realistic.
The model does not reflect our intuition that migration flows also depend on the size of
the destination. In real data the share of individuals choosing a destination likely depends
on its size (as we will argue formally in the next section). An analysis on real-world data
ignoring size is likely to find unexpectedly large residual flows to large destinations.
Such a pattern may be reflected in the results of Grogger and Hanson (2011, p. 54) who
omit measures for the size of the destination in their analysis of international migration.
Among all destinations considered they observe the largest residual attractiveness for the
USA and Germany. Offered explanations are higher wages in these countries, labourrecruitment strategies in the 1960s, post-war asylum policies and immigrant networks.
Whereas such factors may indeed play a role, a more basic explanation for the large
residual migration flows to these countries is that these are the largest destination
countries in an analysis that does not control for size.
Ortega and Peri (2013) and Beine et al. (2019), estimate a dynamic version of (4)
which may be stylised as
ln(modt ) = ln(moot ) + wdt − wot − codt + ξodt .

5

Beine et al. (2019) emphasise the importance of including origin-time fixed effects to
control for moot . These origin-time fixed effects would also capture the effect of any
time-varying size variable in wot . But there is an asymmetry in that no destination-time
fixed effects are included, such that any time-varying effect of the size of the destination
in wdt (such as the number of jobs or the GDP which may be important given the focus
on the business cycle in their analysis) would not be controlled for.

3

Putting back size in the RUM based gravity equation for
migration

The previous section showed that the RUM based gravity equation for migration commonly used in the economics literature leads to a gravity equation which does not
naturally include a size variable for the destination, and that this may be problematic
in applied work if a size variable is not explicitly added (or if insufficient dummies are
included, or if dummies are included but subsequently are interpreted). This section
introduces a countable number of opportunities in the destination, and shows how under
given assumptions their number naturally appears in the gravity equation for aggregate
migration flows. This idea is similar to the arguments put forward by Docquier et al.
(2014) from whom we borrow the term ‘opportunities’. We formalise the concept here
drawing from a large and old literature on discrete choice in transportation and geography
(see for example McFadden, 1977; Flowerdew and Aitkin, 1982; Daly, 1982; Anas, 1983).
We summarise several of the models from this literature with an application on migration
in mind.

3.1

Aggregating opportunities

Assume now that migrants do not seek countries but rather some type of opportunity,
for example a dwelling or a job, contained in them. To fix ideas, these opportunities may
be thought of as pure rival goods: a dwelling can be occupied by only a certain number
of inhabitants, excluding others. This contrasts with other determinants of migration
that are frequently considered such as climate, the average wage or a common colonial
history. Such variables are clearly important to migrants and should be controlled for,
but they have no rival quality and we cannot assign a number, size or mass to them.
Following Anas (1983) we first consider the case where utility is not correlated between
opportunities. In this case, the equations (2) and (3) remain valid, with the adjustment
that the choice now is no longer over destination countries, but over opportunities, which
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we index by f ∈ Fd (for felicity), with Fd the set of opportunities in country d with
cardinality Nd , such that the share of individuals in origin o choosing opportunity f in
destination d equals
sofd ≡

mofd
exp(wfd − cofd )
P
=P
popo
e∈D
g∈Fe exp(wge − coge )

If we are interested in the number of migrants to countries we simply have to add
the probabilities or shares corresponding to the opportunities contained within each
destination country. Consider the case where the utility derived from the different
opportunities within a country is identical such that wfd = wd and cofd = cod :
sod =

X mofd
f∈Fd

popo

=

X
P
f∈Fd

e∈D

exp(wfd − cofd )
g∈Fe exp(wge − coge )

P

Nd exp(wd − cod )
e∈D Ne exp(we − coe )

=P

(5)

Written as a gravity equation and writing yd for exp(wd ) and ϕod = exp(−cod ) as before,
we obtain
1
e∈D Ne ye ϕoe

mod = popo Nd yd ϕod P

(6)

Considering countable, independent, atomistic units of choice (opportunities) within
destinations, leads the size of the opportunity set in the destination to appear naturally
in the gravity equation.
The log-odds are
sod
ln
soo




mod
= ln
moo




= ln(Nd ) − ln(No ) + wd − wo − (cod − coo ).

Whereas the number of potential migrants in the origin popo cancels out when considering
log-odds, the log of a size variable proxying the number of opportunities should be
included for both origin and destination. The expected coefficient on these size variables
is 1 and -1 given the extreme assumption of strictly uncorrelated opportunities.

3.2

Correlated opportunities: nested logit

It may be unrealistic to assume that the unobserved part in the utility derived from
opportunities within the same country is uncorrelated. McFadden (1977) considers a
more general utility function with correlated opportunities (see also Train (2002) and
7

Kanaroglou and Ferguson (1996) for an early application to migration). Without loss of
generality, the utility derived from choosing a certain opportunity f within a destination
(country, region,. . .) d is decomposed in a part wd that is common among opportunities
within d, and a part zfd specific to the opportunity. Following Cardell (1997); Berry
(1994) and Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas Moraga (2015) also the unobserved part of
utility is split in a destination and opportunity-specific part, such that
Uofi = wd + zfd − cod + (1 − λd )ξdi + λϵofi ,

(7)

ξdi is distributed iid extreme value and ϵofi is distributed as the unique random variable
that ensures that also the joint error term (1 − λd )ξdi + λϵofi is iid extreme value. The
parameter λd or ‘dissimilarity parameter’ governs the correlation between the unobserved
part of utility for individuals between opportunities within destinations.
We consider the following convenient decomposition of the corresponding probability
that an alternative f within the opportunity set Fd of destination d is chosen:
Po,f = Pf |Fd · Po,Fd
exp(wd − cod + λd Id )
Po,Fd = P
e exp(we − co,e + λe Ie )
exp(zfd /λd )
g∈Fd exp(zgd /λd )

Pf |Fd = P

Id = log

X

exp(zgd /λd ).

g∈Fd

If interest lies with predicting migration flows to destinations d (countries, regions,
cities,. . .) which nest opportunities, rather than which opportunity is chosen within them,
then only the aggregate level flow described by Po,Fd and the log-sum or inclusive value
term Id are relevant. Under the assumption that the deterministic part of opportunityspecific utility is constant within destination countries (zfd = zd ), it holds that Id =
log(Nd ) + zd /λd and
Po,Fd =

mod
exp(wd + zd + λd log Nd )
=P
popo
e exp(we + ze + λd log Ne )

or writing yd for exp(wd ) and qd = exp(zd ) and ϕod = exp(−cod ) as before, it obtains
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that
mod = popo yd qd Ndλd ϕod P

1

λd
e ye qe Ne ϕod

.

Here yd collects the influence of variables pertaining the country (climate, etc.), qd
pertains to characteristics of the opportunities (average wage, housing price level, etc.),
Nd is the number or mass of opportunities (number of jobs, houses, arable land area,
etc.), and the associated parameters 0 ≤ λd ≤ 1 reflects how independent the unobserved
part of utility is between opportunities in each destination. The log-odds at the country
level then are given by
sod
ln
soo




mod
= ln
moo




= λd ln(Nd ) − λd ln(No ) + wd − wo + zd − zo − (cod − coo ).

One may obviously choose to test or impose the assumption that the dissimilarity between
opportunities is equal among destinations (λd = λ). If the correlation in the unobserved
part of utility within destinations is large, opportunities within destinations are perceived
as similar and the associated dissimilarity parameters λd will be small. If the model
includes most relevant control variables, considers other levels of nesting that group
destination countries or regions with similar properties (language, ethnicity), then the
residual unobserved component in utility (7) will be small, and opportunities will be
perceived as dissimilar.
These results suggest that an applied researcher — even if uninterested in the concept
of underlying opportunities or the mathematics of nested logit models — would be
well advised to include some measure of size of the destination in multiplicative gravity
equations, or the log of the size of both origin and destination in log-odds regressions.
These size variables should proxy the size of the opportunity sets in the locations. The
associated coefficients serves as an inverse indicator of correlation between opportunities
within destinations. A coefficient significantly smaller than 1 may suggest that the size
proxy is not appropriate, that relevant control variables are missing, or further nesting of
destinations should be modelled to reduce unobserved correlation within destinations.

4

Extensions

The previous sections argued that the presence of a countable or measurable opportunity
set in the destination requires the introduction of a size variable in the gravity equation
for migration. Introducing such an opportunity set allows to consider other issues as
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well, however. We first consider the case with stochastic opportunities where, perhaps
surprisingly, the variance in utility of opportunities can be shown to be an attractive factor
of a destination. Second, we consider the case of different migrants looking for different
types of opportunities, and the nonlinearity this introduces in the gravity equation.
Lastly, we consider the case of higher-level nesting.

4.1

Heterogeneous opportunities within destinations

If the observed part of utility associated with the opportunities within each destination
can be described stochastically and is approximately iid normally distributed with mean
zd and variance ωd , the utility of choosing destination d equals1
exp(wd + zd + ω2λd + λ log(Nd ))
PFd = P
.
ωe
e exp(we + ze + 2λ + λ log(Ne ))
Such that, perhaps surprisingly, underlying variability in the utility derived from opportunities makes a destination more attractive. This assumes that a migrant is able to
observe and choose the opportunity within the destination. This assumption may be
appropriate in applications with good information flows. One relevant case could be
migration over relatively small distances, between regions within a relatively developed
country, and not in situations of deprivation, where migration often occurs only after a
jobmarket match has been made. Another example could be migrant networks passing
on information on specific available jobs and other opportunities to prospective migrants
in the home country. The attractive effect of the variance in opportunities may offer an
explanation for urbanisation trends in developing countries. Cities with a wide variation
in opportunities are predicted to be attractive, in spite of high unemployment and other
factors suggesting a low average expected return should a migrant arrive uninformed
and unconnected. It can also offer an explanation on why countries with high income
dispersion are found be attractive in empirical studies on international migration.
1

This section assumes λ > 0, McFadden (1977) considers the the limiting case λ → 0 where the
probability almost surely converges to
exp(wd + max zfd )
f
PFd → P
.
a.s.
exp(w
+
max zfe )
e
e
f

When opportunities are perceived as extremely similar conditional on wd and zdf , their number becomes
irrelevant and (apart from destination specific factors in wd ) only the maximum attainable zdf within
each destination matters for the probability of destination d to be chosen, and the properties zfd of this
best opportunity within d can be absorbed in the destination specific variables contained in wd . This
case does not seem relevant for applications to migration.
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4.2

Multiple measures of destination size

Imagine that migrants are heterogeneous and have different motivations for migration.
In this case it may be unclear what the size variable should be, e.g. number of jobs,
housing, etc. As argued by Daly (1982), different size variables must then be included
in a single index weighted with their respective dissimilarity parameters, and enter the
gravity equation in a non-linear fashion. With different relevant size variables in the
destination, N1d , N2d , . . . the utility from choosing destination d equals
wd + zd + λ log(N1d + λ2 N2d + . . .).
In an application studying rural-rural and rural-urban migration a researcher may want
to include both a measure of arable land and the number of jobs (or local GDP) to
proxy the attractiveness of rural and urban destinations. But the above result suggests
that one cannot introduce these size variables additively in a log-linear gravity equation.
One should rather consider the above specific functional form. The non-linearity in the
parameters introduced when considering multiple size variables complicates maximum
likelihood estimation and implies that the log-odds are no longer estimable by OLS.

4.3

Spatial equilibrium, urbanisation and the mass variable in the
gravity equation

The previous section argued that in an ideally specified discrete choice model residual
destination-specific correlation in utility should be small, and the parameter associated
with destination size should be close to 1. This section considers aggregation and spatial
equilibria as two more reasons why a coefficient close to 1 is reasonable base-case to
expect.
Consider the case of r + 1 symmetric regions, with identical attributes yk qk = 1,
populations popk = pop, and Nk = N opportunities. Individuals face 0 migration costs
when choosing their current region ϕkk = exp(0) = 1 and ϕkl |k̸=l = ϕ (with 0 < ϕ < 1)
when migrating. The migration flow from k to l then is given by
mlk |k̸=l = popN λ ϕ

Nλ

1
+ rN λ ϕ

Now consider a scenario where r of the locations are considered as a single destination
(say r locations are Italian) by the inhabitants of the remaining location (Malta). From
the point of view of Malta the expected migration flow when adding up the individual
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flows to all r Italian regions is
r · popN λ ϕ

Nλ

1
+ rN λ ϕ

(9)

or when considering Italy as a single destination of size (rN)
pop(rN )λ ϕ

Nλ

1
+ (rN )λ ϕ

(10)

An obvious sufficient condition for these two perspectives to result in the same predicted
number of migrants is λ = 1. This is the point of Daly (1982) on requiring λ = 1 for
migration to be proportional to the destination size, and for the gravity equation to be
neutral to the level of aggregation of destinations. This perfect scaling with size fails if
opportunities are seen as closer substitutes within locations compared to across.
A further case for λ = 1 can be made by considering a spatial equilibrium. It is useful
here to consider r as a measure of aggregate size. In the example Italy is r times larger
than Malta since it contains r localities each of size N whereas Malta consists of only
one such locality. Consider the reverse flow, from all of the r Italian locations to Malta.
Continuing to assume that there are costs to migration between the r Italian locations,
the total migration flow from Italy to Malta is given by the sum of the flows from the
individual r Italian locations to location r + 1, Malta:
r · popN λ ϕ

1
N λ + rN λ ϕ

which is the same as expression (9). A spatial equilibrium exists when this flow equals
the flow in the opposite direction given by equation (10), or
r · popN λ ϕ

Nλ

1
1
= pop(rN )λ ϕ λ
λ
+ rN ϕ
N + (rN )λ ϕ

or
r

Nλ

1
1
= rλ λ
.
λ
+ rN ϕ
N + (rN )λ ϕ

For λ = 0 the equation simplifies to r = 1: In case destinations are considered as atomistic
as in the traditional analysis described in section 2, migration flows are symmetric only if
locations are of equal size. If we assume that opportunities equal population, this implies
that the only stable spatial distribution of population is one with an equal population in
both aggregate location, Italy and Malta.
12

For λ = 1, in contrast, the equation holds for any r: for any size difference r the
predicted migration flows in both directions will be equal, implying that any initial size
difference is a stable spatial equilibrium. This is of course closer to reality: there tends
to be no net migration between countries with similar properties (average wage, etc.)
even if they are of very different size.
The arguments in the previous section on the interpretation of the dissimilarity
parameter together with those presented here on the conditions for scalability and spatial
equilibria show that a reasonable value to expect for the mass variable in a well specified
gravity equation is close to 1. A coefficient of 0 would rather imply that population
spreads out equally among all destinations.
When estimating a gravity equation for migration in China from rural locations to
cities Xing and Zhang (2017) find size coefficients close to 1.2 However, they conclude
from this that ‘migrants derive higher utilities from larger cities’ and that this explains
the growth of larger cities. This seems unfounded as we showed that a coefficient of 1 on
a size variable rather corresponds to the base case where migration flows do not alter a
given spatial population distribution, e.g. a situation without any urbanisation trend.

4.4

Some remarks on the relation between discrete choice, constrained
gravity equations and multilateral resistance terms

There is an asymmetry in how the size of the origin (the number of choice-making agents
popo ) and the size of the destination (the number of opportunities Nd ) enter the gravity
equation (6): whereas Nd appears in the nominator and denominator, popo only shows
up in the nominator but not in the denominator. This stems from an asymmetry in the
assumptions: The number of agents in each origin is given or fixed. Therefore if less
individuals choose a specific destination, some other destination (or the origin) must
experience a higher inflow from this origin. The number of arrivals in each destination is
not fixed, in contrast. If less migrants choose a specific destination, there typically is no
constraint enforcing that the decrease in inflows from one origin must be compensated
by an inflow from another origin. Given that only the number of potential migrants in
each origin is fixed, this model is known as the origin, production, or single constrained
gravity equation (see Wilson, 1971). Taking the number of decision takers in each origin
as given, but not the inflow per destination, seems particularly warranted in the study
of ‘supply driven’ phenomena such as refugee flows or migration from underdeveloped
2
They find estimates below and above 1. Their preferred estimate is 1.056 with a standard error of
0.133
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countries where a decrease in the inflow from one origin to a specific destination does not
imply an increase in the inflow from another origin.
The assumption of a fixed number of individual choice-makers in the origin is embedded
in discrete choice frameworks such as multinomial logit and nested logit models. It can
be implemented in a Poisson regression by including origin fixed effects, as emphasised by
Fally (2015) in the context of international trade, but was already known by for example
Fotheringham and Williams (1983); Davies and Guy (1987) and Griffith and Fischer
(2013). The factor 1/
that

P

o mod

P

e∈D

Ne ye ϕoe in equation (6) assures that the constraint holds

= popo . It is therefore called a ‘balancing factor’ by Wilson (1971), and

corresponds to one of the ‘multilateral resistance’ terms of Anderson and Wincoop (2003)
or Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas Moraga (2013).
In the context of regional migration, or migration between similar countries, it may
be reasonable to also consider the total inflow in each destination as given. An example
would be the case where opportunities are jobs that need to be filled. If an inflow from
one origin to some destination decreases, the jobs in the destination will be filled by
an increase in the flows from other origins. Strictly imposing this constraint gives rise
to the Wilson doubly constrained model (see Wilson, 1971) which is isomorphic to the
gravity model of Anderson and Wincoop (2003).3 The doubly constrained model can
be empirically implemented in a discrete choice framework by including destination
specific constants. As the number of choice makers is fixed inherently in discrete choice
models, the origin-constraint always holds4 . Using a Poisson regression, the doubly
constrained model is what is estimated when including origin and destination dummies
(fixed effects). The estimated values of these dummies corresponds to the origin and
destination ‘balancing constraints’ or ‘multilateral resistance terms’.
This text focussed on the origin-constrained model which has received more attention
in the recent economic literature on migration. However, although most studies derive the
origin-constrained model from a discrete choice framework, many studies are subsequently
– perhaps unknowingly – estimating a doubly-constrained model by including both origin
and destination fixed effects in the Poisson regressions in their empirical implementation.
3
Whereas Anderson and Wincoop (2003) derived their ’doubly constrained’ model using CES preferences, Wilson (1970, 1971) used information theory (entropy maximisation) and Anas (1983) used
discrete choice theory. See for example Persyn and Torfs (2016) for an application of a CES based doubly
constrained model to commuting.
4
Anas (1983) shows that the maximum likelihood estimate of the destination specific constant in a
multinomial framework equals the expression for the balancing constraint (multilateral resistance term).
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Summary and Conclusion

This paper suggested a nested random utility framework for migration where destinations
consist of large sets of opportunities. The model servers as an extension or alternative to
the prevalent specifications found in the study of migration in the economics literature
where destination countries or regions are considered as the fundamental unit of choice
of migrants, even if they differ significantly in size. If the opportunities are equally
valuable to migrants and uncorrelated, their number enters as an attractive factor for
the destination in the multiplicative gravity equation describing aggregate flows. If the
unobserved part of utility is correlated among opportunities, the size variable in the
aggregate gravity equation for migration is has an associated coefficient smaller than one,
which attenuates the effect of size depending on the correlation between opportunities.
The traditional gravity equation where countries are the relevant unit of choice for
migrants is obtained as a limiting case with perfectly correlated opportunities. In this
case only properties at the country level which are unrelated to size, such as climate,
average wage, or the unemployment rate, explain migration flows. We show, however,
that this case is unlikely to be relevant, as it leads to predictions that are clearly violated
in the data, such as an equal spatial distribution of population among all locations.
If the deterministic part of utility derived from opportunities differs between them,
but can be described statistically, the variability in opportunities appears as an attractive
factor of the destination, divided by the parameter expressing correlation. Estimation is
complicated by this resulting non-linearity. This result assumes that migrants can choose
between opportunities at the destination, ignoring less favourable ones. This is only
realistic if some flow of information exists to prospective migrants and other assumptions
hold. In this case, destinations with equal average opportunities but more extremes
opportunities are more attractive. Such mechanisms may be behind the finding that
cities and countries with more unequal outcomes and less redistribution are surprisingly
attractive.
The main conclusion of this paper is not that applied researchers should consider a
complete nested discrete choice structure considering disaggregate opportunities within
destinations. Applied researchers should be aware, however, that treating countries or
regions as atomistic and mass-less may be a form of model misspecification leading to
biased inference and prediction error. A model including a basic proxy for the size of the
set of available choices in each destination, with the correct (intuitive) functional form as
described in the paper, is bound to perform much better than the alternative omitting
any such variable.
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A researcher should not be surprised to see a strong correlation between country size
and residuals (or estimated destination country dummies) in analyses omitting a size
variable. The finding of, for example, Grogger and Hanson (2011) and Xing and Zhang
(2017) that larger destinations attract more migrants is to be expected: a coefficient of
one associated with size in the main analysis (or in a subsequent analysis of residuals
or dummies) rather suggest the base-case of a stable spatial equilibrium, where the
population share of each location would remain constant. It does not reflect a trend
towards urbanisation or excess migration flows to large destinations.
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